
GO ON   

Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question.  

from  

Anne of Green Gables  

A play by R. N. Sandberg  

 

1 [Avonlea Station.  A small figure, a child, sits on a battered suitcase.  The child wears 
a too-
the lights come up.  The child wraps the coat more tightly around itself and turns 
toward us for the first time: she is a girl, a simple, tattered dress under her coat.  The 
stationmaster comes to pick up a mailbag and notices the girl.]  

2 STATIONMASTER:  
 

3 ANNE:  scope for imagination.  [Looking off.]  
 

[Pointing off] Oh, look, look at it now
think of?  

4 STATIONMASTER:  A cherry tree blowing in the wind.    

5 ANNE:  My goodness, no!  

6 STATIONMASTER:  
have to clean up.  

7 ANNE:  It loo

too homely.  But I hope that someday I shall have a white dress.  That is my highest 
ideal of earthly bliss.   

8 [An older man, very tentative and shy, enters.  He stands diffidently off to the side, 
looking around for something at first, and then focuses in on Anne and hears her last 
few lines.]  

9 STATIONMASTER: [Sees the man and goes to him.] About time you got here, 
Matthew.  

10 MATTHEW:  Will the 5:30 train be long?  

11 STATIONMASTER:  Been in and gone half an hour.  [Indicating Anne.] There she is.   
[Confidently.  

12 MATTHEW: [Puzzled.] Is Mrs. Peter Blewett about?  
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13 STATIONMASTER:  
and your sister were adopting this one.   

14 MATTHEW: [More puzzled still.] I was expecting a boy.   

15 STATIONMASTER:  
orphans here.   

16 ANNE:  Excuse me, are you Mr. Matthew Cuthbert of Green Gables?  

17 STATIONMASTER: [To Anne.] Looks like you 
[To Matthew.] Good luck, Matthew.  [Exits.]  

1 ANNE:  
me, and I was imagining all the things that might have happened to prevent you.  I

not 

because well, [She sets down her bag and pulls off her hat.] what color would you 
call this? DOK 1-What can you infer about Anne's life from the things she says and 
how she is dressed?  

18 [She holds out one of her braids to him.]  

19 MATTHEW:   

20 ANNE:  gine 

my heart.  It will be my lifelong sorrow.    

21  [She picks up her bag.  Matthew does not move.]  

23 ANNE:   

24 MATTHEW:   

25 ANNE: [A moment of fear.

 

26 MATTHEW:   

27 ANNE:  

children should be seen and not heard.  Shall we go? DOK 2-What evidence suggests 

that Anne has spent a lot of time by herself? 
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28  [ ]  

29 ANNE:   

30 MATTHEW:  Well, now, you see   

31 [Anne clutches her bag.  She is terrified.]   

32 MATTHEW:  DOK 3-
What does Matthew mean when he says Anne isn't like other girls?    

33 ANNE:  
find them out once you get to know me.    

34 MATTHEW:  -Why does 
Matthew decide to take Anne to home even though she is not a boy? 

35 ANNE: [As they start to go.] Have you ever imagined what it must feel like to be 
divinely beautiful?  

36 MATTHEW: [His voice trailing off in the distance.  

  

 Possible DOK Answers 

DOK 1-What can you infer about Anne's life from the things she says and how she is 
dressed 

 Anne is an orphan. She is wearing hand-me-downs. She has a great imagination 
because she has nothing else. 

DOK 2-What evidence suggests that Anne has spent a lot of time by herself? 

 She is 
imagination which she developed from being alone. 

 

 DOK 3-What does Matthew mean when he says Anne isn't like other girls?   

 She has had a different life from anyone Matthew knows. The girls Matthew knows 

dashed. 

DOK 4-Why does Matthew decide to take Anne to home even though she is not a boy? 

 Anne has nowhere else to stay. 
 He is compassionate because he sees that Anne has had a difficult life. 
 He is beginning to care about Anne. 



 

                                                PSJA-ISD  

English I  

STAAR-LITERATURE  

Genre: Drama     Text: Anne of Green Gables  

4A [explain how dramatic conventions enhance dramatic text]  

1 In paragraph 1, the description of Anne in the stage directions is intended to evoke 
feelings of   

A fear   

B doubt  

C anger  

D pity 

 

2C [relate the figurative language of a literary work to its historical and cultural setting]  

2 In paragraph 11, the stationmaster uses figurative language to indicate that Anne   

F has traveled a long way  

G talks too much  

H has a wild imagination  

J cannot be fully trusted  

4A [explain how dramatic conventions enhance dramatic text]  

3 
reveal that Anne has a tendency to be   

A melodramatic   

B rational  

C persuasive  

D hopeless  



 

  

  
4/Fig 19B [understand inference and draw conclusions about the structure and elements of 
drama]  

4 Which quote strongly suggests that Anne is eager to please Matthew?  

F   

G Would you   

H It looks just like a bride!  With a lovely misty veil. 

J      

 

4A [explain how dramatic conventions enhance dramatic text]  

5   

A Kindhearted  

B Efficient  

C Sarcastic  

D Uncomfortable  

 

4A [explain how dramatic conventions enhance dramatic text]  

6 
character of the protagonist?  

F They emphasize how old he is compared with Anne.  

G They reveal that he is more honest than Anne.  

H  

J  

 



 

 

2C [relate the figurative language of a literary work to its historical and cultural setting]  

7 
  

A an earlier era  

B an agricultural environment  

C a fast-paced neighborhood  

D a period of social upheaval  

  

 

4A [explain how dramatic conventions enhance dramatic text]  

8 In what way is the dialogue between Anne and Matthew an example of dramatic 
irony?  

F Anne is worried that her new home will not live up to her expectations.  

G  

H  

J 

 

2/Fig 19B [analyze, make inferences and draw conclusions about theme and genre]   

9 This selection explores its themes primarily through   

A narrative  

B symbolic imagery  

C figurative language  

D dialogue  
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STAAR-LITERATURE  

Genre: Drama    Text:   

                                                                

  

Item #  SE  Answer  

1  4A  D  

2  2C  G  

3  4A  A  

4  4 Fig. 19B  G  

5  4A  D  

6  4A  H  

7  2C  A  

8  4A  H  

9  2 Fig. 19B  D  

  


